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1. Introduction 
 
Despite of 'dot.com and high technologies crisises, online advertising continues to grow by steady 
rates. So, according to The Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) and PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) 
[1] the online ad spending grows over 20% in 2003. The IAB and PwC officially reported that online 
ad revenues in the US grew by 38% in Q4 of last year totaling $2.2 billion. Online ad revenues for the 
whole year last year totaled $7.267 billion [1]. The diagrams of US Online Advertising Revenues and 
Spending are shown in Figure 1a) and b) accordingly. 
 
33.5 % US marketers have spent on online advertising in May 2004 more 41 % of marketing budget 
(Figure 2) [2]. 
 
Merrill Lynch research analyst Lauren Rich Fine revised upward her prediction for U.S. advertising revenue 
growth in 2004 from 6 percent to 6.6 percent. That would be the highest growth rate since 2000 [3]. 
 
Why online advertising is so popular ? The answer is very simple: due to its high effectiveness. But the 
main problem is how to estimate the online ad effectiveness ? Of course, you can spend a low of 
money for online ads with zero result, but you can also spend reasonable money with great effect. This 
article is based on our practical experience and will help you to analyze two best today’s ways for 
sensors products online advertising and it effectiveness BEFORE you will spend a dime: it is online 
ads on specialized (vertical) web portals and keywords targeting, cost-per-click based AdWords 
advertising programme from Google [4]. 
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a)  
 

 
 

b) 
Fig. 1. US Online Advertising Revenues and Spending. 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Spending Budget for Online Advertising. 
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2. Sensors Ads on Specialized (vertical) Web Portals 
 
There are a few sensors related specialized web portals in the Net. Really portals ! No web sites, 
neither engineering nor manufacturing horizontal portals where we not take any responsibility about 
ads effectiveness estimation due to its fuzzy targeting. We will continue based on the Sensors Web 
Portal (http://www.sensorsportal.com) as an example [5]. Looks like it is the biggest one and covers all 
type of sensors and transducers, especially focusing on digital, quasi-digital smart sensors and sensor 
instrumentation.  
 
Taking into account that this article has a practical directivity let us consider, for example, online ads 
for pressure sensors and transducers. Most popular search engines Google return 4 660 000 search 
results for “sensors” keywords and near 1 120 000 results for keywords “pressure sensors”. If you are 
a pressure sensors manufacturer and your web site is listening in the first 3-5 (30-50 position among all 
search results) result pages you cannot stop your online marketing efforts and “sleep the sleep of the 
just”. Many marketers have spend a lot of money for search engines optimization and achieved good 
search engines position but in November 2003 many good commercial web sites have been drop down 
and lost top positions after so called “Florida Update” when Google has changed its PageRank 
algorithm cardinally. But these changes have not effected on specialized (vertical) web portals. 
Curiously ? Frankly speaking not. Such kinds of portals as usually have very reach content. Do you 
remember that Internet has been created first of all for free dissemination of non-commercial 
information ? In that time online ads have been even forbidden in Internet. So, Internet users first of all 
are looking for useful free information, that lets to solve they urgent problems, and secondary, after, 
they are looking for commercial products. Content providers of specialized web portals can establish 
direct relation with users. As usually they have big number of regular visitors. So, let see where our 
example - Sensors Web Portal, is today in Internet, and what it can give to sensors manufacturers. 
 
It takes 18 position in Google search results according to “pressure sensors” keywords among  
1 120 000 results; 11 position according to “torque sensors” keywords among 150 000 results; 14 
position according to “plug-and-play sensors” keywords among 38 600 results; 4 position according to 
“MEMS accelerometers” keywords among 13 700 results; 1 position according to  “rotation speed 
sensors” among 102 000 results; 1 position according to  “yaw sensors” keywords among 23 800 
results; etc. And even 42 (30 position at the end of June 2004) position according to “sensors” 
keyword among 4 660 000 search results (Figure 3) that has been increased up 4 800 000 at the end of 
June 2004 ! The same situation is in others popular search engines and directories as Yahoo!, 
AltaVista, Exite, MSN, etc. So, it is of great interest for sensors products online advertising. 
 
Sensors Web Portal has many different, good targeted sections devoted to different sensors that can be 
used effectively for online advertising. The interesting peculiarity of this Internet resource is how they 
present sensors manufacturers. In addition to the web link, company logo and short description, in each 
of sensors manufacturers list you can see a short description of most interesting sensors models and 
direct link to manufacturer’s web site (its part) where this model is described in details. This approach 
help to users quickly find the necessary information, save user’s time and money. The pressure sensors 
section of Sensors Web Portal is shown in Figure 4. 
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Sensors Web Portal 
position among  
4 660 000 search 
results. 

Fig. 3. Sensors Web Portal Position Among All 4 660 000 Search Results. 
 
 

 

A short description of 
most interesting sensors 
models and direct link to 
manufacturer’s web site  

Fig. 4. Pressure Sensors Section at Sensors Web Portal. 
(http://www.sensorsportal.com/HTML/SENSORS/PresSens_Manuf.htm) 
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As usually ads on specialized vertical sensors web portals have resulted in an average clickthrough rate 
7-9 times higher than for ads on common purpose search engines. It raised brand awareness up to 7 % 
and consumer loyalty up to 4 % among those same thousands that visit the portal.  
 
So, a few words about brand recognition. Five-six years ago, when online ads were not so spread and 
popular, one of the first advertiser on Yahoo’s search engine sensors related keywords result pages was 
Entran Devices, Inc. When I searched for new smart sensors I have seen Entran’s banner about 
pressure sensors at the top of first page. I did not visited Entran’s web site and do not know what is the 
sensors they produce, but I am still remember its banner and have strong association ‘Entran – pressure 
sensors’. Entran is using this approach up to now.  
 
Two more interesting Sensors Web Portal’s features are press releases publication (in Sensors & 
Transducers Magazine (e-Digest), ISSN 1726-5479) and online sensors store. There are many Internet 
resources that can publish sensors related press releases online. But only Sensors Web Portal publishes 
not only text but also products photo. If you are interesting increase your online sells draw you 
attention also to its online store (Figure 5). 
 

 

 

Smartec’s SPD 
pressure sensors

 
Fig. 5. Smartec’s Pressure Sensors SPD in Sensors Web Portal’s Online Store. 

(http://www.sensorsportal.com/HTML/E-SHOP/e-shop.htm) 
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3. AdWords Advertising Programme 
 
Highly targeted AdWords Google advertising programme becomes more and more popular among 
different online advertisers. There are a lot of publications and discussions about it. Many details are 
available on Google’s web site [4] and I will not describe it again. Let show you only main steps of 
this effective programme and help you estimate it effectiveness for your company BEFORE you will 
spend a dime. Lets you are going advertise the pressure sensors and transducers. You can set up your 
AdWords account and estimate the effectiveness really during 15 minutes by doing the following 
steps. 
 
Step 1. Choose language and select your targeting option. Let it will be English and you are going to 

sell your sensors globally or in specific countries. 
Step 2. Choose in which countries your ads will be shown. Let it should be all countries. 
Step 3. Create your ads (Google has a good guidelines how to do it by the right way). 
Step 4. Choose appropriate keywords and keyphrases about your products, application and 

technologies, for example. Let, at first, it should be “pressure sensors”, “pressure transducers”, 
“pressure sensor”, “pressure transducer”, “oil pressure sensors”, “atmospheric pressure 
sensors”, “MEMS pressure sensors”, “pressure microsensors”, “absolute pressure sensors”, 
“differential pressure sensors”, “piezoresistive pressure sensors”, “low cost pressure sensors”, 
etc. Be specific and don’t forget to use Google’s excellent keywords suggestion tool for 
additional ideas. 

Step 5. Choose currency and maximum cost-per-click - the most you'd pay for a click (Figure 6). Use 
for this purpose the ‘Calculate Estimates’ button. The higher maximum cost-per-click and 
clickthrough rates give you the higher position and more clicks. If you are really interested to 
have very effectively online ads and take higher position use the maximum cost-per-click 
recommended by Google. They have very big statistics and complex mathematical algorithms 
for such kind current estimation. Further, we will estimate the effectiveness of such kind 
choosing for your company. 

Step 6. Specify your daily budget for online advertising. Google will help to do it when you click 
‘Save and Continue’ button (Figure 7). 

Step 7. After your account will be created do not forget to choose the option to show you ads on 
Google partners web sites (partners network). It is one of great possibility that let you not only 
show your ads on Google search engine result pages but also on very targeted web site and 
portals sites related to a given keyword. Google chooses such partners on very strict basis. As 
usually, it is different specialized web portals with very rich content. An example of very 
targeted ads for loads cells on appropriate section of sensors Web Portal is shown in Figure 8: 
(http://www.sensorsportal.com/HTML/SENSORS/Load_Cells.htm) 

 
Now it is a good time to estimate the effectiveness of your future online advertising campaign. At 
maximum recommended by Google daily budget 150 US $ it predicts 34 (overall) clicks (visitors) per 
day for your web site. So, there will be 1020-1054 clicks per month. Today about 3 % of web site 
visitors become potential buyers (the worst case). Hence, the advertising campaign will be effective if 
31-32 online buyers (3 %) can pay back US $ 4500, i.e. each buyer will make purchase at least up to 
US $ 145. Please remember that we are considering the worst case. So, typical results will better. If 
your company are able to provide this profit (i.e. there are sensors or transducers on your web sites in 
the given price range or higher, or normally customers buy some of them from your web site), the 
advertising campaign can be predicted as successful with a high probability. If not, go to Step 5 and 
slightly decrease the maximum cost-per-click and repeat all the rest steps including estimation. Make 
these iterations some times in order to receive a positive balance. 
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Maximum cost-per-click, 
recommended by Google 

Fig. 6. Maximum Cost-per-click Setup Window. 
 
 

 

Daily budget recommended by 
Google 

Fig. 7. Daily Budget Setup Window. 
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Very targeted ads on appropriate 
web page on Sensors Web Portal

 
Fig. 8. Targeted Load Cells ads on Appropriate Section of Sensors Web Portal. 

(http://www.sensorsportal.com/HTML/SENSORS/Load_Cells.htm) 
 
 
In order to increase the number of clicks you can choose additional keywords and phrase, 
recommended by Google and then recalculate all, beginning from the Step 4. 
 
Google gives you also a good opportunity for flexible monitoring of your online advertising campaign 
and you will be able to have number of clicks in 1.5 times more for the same money depending on the 
current situation. Based on a current situation in Internet Google will also give you advice when you 
must increase your maximum cost-per-click and daily budget if your ads position becomes not so high. 
And do not forget, that paying for clicks you will get the brand awareness for free. If Internet surfers 
do not click on your ads, in any case they see it and remember. At least, I remember Entran’s banner 
for a long time ! 
 
 
4. Conclusions 
 
Today most effective online ads for sensors related products are possible on specialized (vertical) web 
portals and AdWords advertising programme from Google. Probably you would like ask me: what is 
the better: web portals or AdWords online advertising ? The answer is the following. If you are really 
interesting to have effective online advertising campaign use both these ways. Very often big 
specialized vertical portals are Google partners, so you will be able to increase your ads potential in 
twice at least. 
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